
 

Elementary Activities 

 

Lost Coin 
SUPPLIES 

• Wide-mouth jars (2) 

• Various items to fill the jar (e.g., buttons, dried beans, beads)  

• Coins (2) 

• Optional: stopwatch or timer 

PREPARE AHEAD 

Fill up the jars with the various items. Put a coin in each jar, making sure they’re buried well among the 

items. 

Split kids/family members into two teams. Hand each team a jar. Have each team choose one 

volunteer to search for his team’s coin for 30 seconds. On your signal, someone from each team will hunt 

for the coin (they cannot dump the items out of the jar!) The first team whose volunteer finds the coin wins 

the game. Play until each child has had a chance to search for the coin. Optional: Allow each child to play 

individually. Use the timer to see who can find the coin the fastest. 

Lost Son or Daughter 
SUPPLIES 

• Blindfolds (1 per family member) 

SET UP 

Remove any obstacles in the room (or place them against the wall). 

To play, choose one person to be “It.” This person will be the only one not blindfolded. Have the rest of 

the family cover their eyes with the blindfolds and then clap or make noise while It finds a place to “hide.” 

Places to hide could be standing flat against the door, lying flat against the wall, standing still in the 

middle of the room, etc. On your signal, everyone with blindfolds will slowly move around the room 

“searching” for the “lost” son or daughter. The catch is that they have to keep their hands to their sides 

and simply hope to bump into the lost son or daughter.  “It” could choose to “hide” by lying on the ground, 

so remind everyone to search for him or her by crawling on their knees.  

 


